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Very rustic interior; at the back, a small peasant's bed in its alcove. 

Cigale sleeps.
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Early morning; the shutters are still closed.
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The cuckoo strikes six o'clock.

Cigale wakes up little by little; she rubs her eyes, stretches...
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She jumps out of her slumber.

She opens the shutters.

A bright ray of sunlight penetrates the small chamber.
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Cigale, delighted, dances and rolls around

in this first ray of sunshine.
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Cigale washes up, adjusts her sparkling hairstyle, takes her

little mirror, and flies lightly through the room, admiring herself in the glass.
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She picks flowers that climb to her window.
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Going to the kneader, she mixes dough which she puts in the oven.
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Happy, carefree, she succumbs to the joy of living!
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A poor young girl (La Pauvrette)

stops at Cigale’s door; the little cicadas

(her neighbors) surround La Pauvrette and follow her to their friend's house.

Cigale picks her up.  La Pauvrette is cold...      she gives her her coat...
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La Pauvrette is hungry... Cigale brings the bread and milk

which she had planned to eat for her breakfast.

While starting to eat, La Pauvrette recounts her heartache...

Cigales tries to cheer her... consoles her...
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and gives her a nice

bonnet, which will make her even prettier... and a big red umbrella,

because a Spring shower has just obscured the rays of the rising sun...

She strives to dissipate the last sadness of La Pauvrette...
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and encourages her to dance with her and with her friends!

The cicadas surround La Pauvrette and celebrate her!
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Before saying goodbye, Cigale empties her light 

purse into the poor girl's apron.

Madame Fourmi observes

La Pauvrette leaving, to whom Cigale sends an affectionate farewell.
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Madame Fourmi mocks the cicadas in general and in particular

Mademoiselle Cigale who, no doubt, again warmed an ingrate’s heart;

Madame Fourmi imitates and ridicules La Pauvrette and her benefactress.

But Cigale seems to be telling her: what does it matter!!... and happily takes her part.
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The little cicadas come out upon hearing the

 first chimes announcing Mass.

Before leaving for Mass, Madame Fourmi opens her nostrils,

inhaling the aroma of the rich cake which is browning in the oven.
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The two women open the oven, step forward, step back before the glare of the fire;

finally, they remove a beautiful brioche, and Madame Fourmi is ecstatic 

over the cake.
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Mademoiselle Cigale is quite hungry and craving sweets, but like the good

girl she is, gives the brioche to Madame Fourmi who takes it away without delay,

blessing Cigale.
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Cigale, after Madame Fourmi’s departure, finds nothing for herself but a piece

of dry bread, and glumly pours pure water into a glass;

seated on her little stool, she has lunch.
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Suddenly Le Garçon de Banque enters.

At the sight of this man, with beautiful gold buttons,

Cigale jumps to her feet and gives a military salute.

Le Garçon de Banque admonishes her, and presents a “ticket” which Cigale must pay.
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Cigale doesn't understand;

she is very amused and circles around the man while frolicking.
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She gently escorts Le Garçon de Banque out and closes the door behind him.

After his departure, Cigale turns and

turns over “the ticket”...

then, to finish her ablutions,

takes her curling iron and, as she has no paper to 
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make two little curls, blithely tears up “the ticket”

which Le Garçon de Banque left on the table.
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She quickly removes her curlers...

here is Cigale ready, under arms!...
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she goes to the window...

grows impatient... taps on the panes...

waiting for?...
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Cigale smiles, because it is Le Petit Ami,

her lover whom she saw through the window...

and who now enters the room, dancing.
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Cigale feigns coldness.    But the poor boy tells her of his tenderness and

his pain. Cigale resists his declarations insincerely...

escapes from his arms; but Le Petit Ami pursues her...
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Cigale, overcome by the pleas of the poor boy,

Cigale, who has already given her purse, her cake and her beautiful

trinkets, gives the young man what remains to her: "the divine kiss

of love" and, hiding her eyes, she is gently led
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to the alcove by her Petit Ami!...
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The main road in front of Madame Fourmi’s door.

Frigid winter weather; icy breeze blowing on the hardened snow;   moonlight.

Following Midnight Mass.               (distant bells)
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Warmly wrapped in her mantle, Madame Fourmi returns home,

after nearly being swept away by the raging wind and chasing her
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large umbrella as she attempts to defend herself against the squall.
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In the midst of the unleashed hurricane, poor Cigale

in her diaphanous dancer’s costume, hugging herself in a thin black shawl,

her little guitar on her back, arrives chased by the breeze and the gusts of wind

that blow and swirl around her.
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Cigale takes refuge in Madame Fourmi’s doorway.
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Cigale pleads with the whirlwinds that overwhelm her...
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Cigale notices a sign: “Madame Fourmi – Pensioner” above the door; immediately,

Cigale regains courage, but the wicked elements will not move away until

they have again overwhelmed her with mockery and torment...
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Cigale, confident and cheerful,

knocks at the door.
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While waiting for Madame Fourmi to open the door, Cigale plays her guitar, dancing to 
the tune: “Open your door to me, for the love of God!” (ie. Au clair de la lune)
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Finally, the window lights up...

Cigale begs and pleads as Madame Fourmi appears.
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Madame Fourmi gives Cigale a gesture of refusal and abruptly closes

her window. New entreaties from the desperate Cigale,

who knocks at the door even more insistently!
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Madame Fourmi, furious, comes out of her house and, like a real shrew,

runs after Cigale, whom she winds up chasing with brooms.

Then, before going back inside, Madame Fourmi gestures to Cigale:

“Well then, dance now!”
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Cigale rests, devastated.
The snow is starting to fall...

but it is still a clear and cold night.

Suddenly...   Cigale notices in the distance

a couple of lovers approaching... it is her Petit Ami from last Spring and

La Pauvrette, wearing the bonnet Cigale gave her on that distant day.
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Both, sheltered under

“the big umbrella,” laugh and are amused...

Cigale, stealthily, attends this scene nervously...
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The couple slowly move away laughing and dancing...

Cigale still follows them with her gaze...
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Cigale is mad with despair...

The snowflakes, the winds, all the nasty elements come running...

and the little dancer, sobbing, beaten by the blizzard,
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shivering under the snow which falls without pity, begins to faint, overcome

by her fate... 
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and... under the flakes that cover her with their snow,

Cigale dies gently after having kissed her only friend...         her little guitar...

which she holds tightly entwined...
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The winds disappear in sudden and rapid darkness following a thunderclap, and 
celestial music is heard. In a blue light we see the angels surround Cigale, while a mysterious 
choir sings in the sky.
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The little dancer has awakened little by little and, trembling,
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Come with us, my lit-tle

Come with   us! _____       Come with

us! ___________   

You    who   on earth gave    all    you had;       tal  -  ent

beau   -  ty    and more, with    a   sin - gle surge of your heart ... _______



holds out her arms to the angels who cradle and welcome her.

Soon Cigale realizes she also has wings and her tender surprise

is accompanied by smiling and grateful gestures.

Indeed, she seems to understand that she will be rewarded for all the 

sacrifices made during her earthly life!
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Come with us, my lit-tle

Come with   us! _____        to      the

blue!___________________________



The angels draw Cigale into their midst

and mingle her in their celestial games.
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Come with us, my lit-tle

Come with us! ___   Come with us! ______

We      will   con-sole your pain, my lit  -  tle  sis  -  ter      in     des-pair...___

your   heart  was far    too     ten    -    der,   my  lit   -   tle     sis        -        ter...
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Come with us, my lit-tle

Come with   us! _____         to      the

blue!_____________________         Come    with           us            to        the

blue!____________________

Come,___
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to      the            blue!____________

Come!..___________

Come!..________________




